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Good mood, positivity, optimism and lots of fun – the LITTLE GANG collection from LÄSSIG puts a smile on the faces of little 
fashionistas. With the practical mini backpacks, the super cool bum bags and the cheerful lunch sets, visits to the nursery, 
playdates, outings and the like become a fashionable pleasure. The sustainable products, which are designed with great 
attention to detail, are cleverly thought out and fun for everyone.

TOGETHER WE ARE COLORFUL 

TINY BACKPACK CORD 
The Tiny Backpacks made of soft cord (100% polyester) are water-repellent and despite their mini format really spacious. The 
large main compartment fits everything that little adventurers need on the go. The adjustable chest and shoulder straps 
make the mini backpacks extremely comfortable and ergonomic. Thanks to the water bottle holder on the inside thirst is 
quenched in no time at all. No risk of confusion: thanks to the integrated name tag, the backpacks won‘t get lost! The trendy 
3D terrycloth embroidery gives the backpacks a cool look. They are available in different designs: Smile blue, Smile caramel, 
Rainbow lilac and Fun ocean green. 

Material: 100% polyester 
Dimensions: 20 x 9.5 x 24 cm 
Capacity: 3.5 l

RRP: 32.95 £
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LUNCH SET

Take a break with feel-good guarantee: the Little Gang Lunch Set consists of a lunch box and a drinking bottle in a cheerful 
smiley design. The lunch box features a two-part, removable bowl, is robust and easy to close. BPA-free and made of polypro-
pylene, it is the ideal companion for outings and activities of all kinds. The matching bottle, with a capacity of 460 ml, ensures 
sufficient hydration on the go. It is suitable for still, cool and lukewarm drinks, is leak-proof and also BPA-free. The 1-click 
closure makes it easy to open and close and, thanks to its ergonomic design, it sits comfortably and securely in the hand. The 
bottle is made of break-proof Tritan with robust TPR contrasts. The only question that remains is which of the two color variants 
we should choose: Milky/ocean green or Caramel/blue?

Material: Bottle: Tritan | Lunchbox: Polypropylene (PP)

RRP: 22.95 £

MINI BUM BAG CORD

The Mini Bum Bags made of soft cord can be flexibly adjusted. Their adjustable straps guarantee a perfect fit. With the 
water-repellent outer material made of 100% polyester, the bum bags are ready for any adventure. The stylish 3D terrycloth 
embroidery gives every outfit a fashionable upgrade. Whether keys, small change, snacks or small toys – the main compart-
ment offers plenty of space. The choice is yours: the bags are available in four trendy designs: Smile blue, Smile caramel, 
Rainbow lilac and Fun ocean green. 

Material: 100% polyester 
Dimensions: 27 x 0,08 x 13 cm
Capacity: 0.9 l

RRP: 18.95 £


